WHAT IS IT?
A program with a bank of more than 1,500 interview questions, including the hardest questions, most common questions and questions tailored to specific professional fields.

WHAT’S THE POINT?
To practice your interview skills in a comfortable environment, with the opportunity to evaluate and critique your skills on both verbal and non-verbal communications.

WHAT ARE SOME FEATURES?

Conduct An Interview
- Practice your interview skills straight from your desktop or laptop at home. Your interviewer will ask you a pre-recorded question based on the type of interview you choose (e.g., tax accounting interview, audit accounting, general interview). You have three seconds to think about your answer before responding.

Watch Your Interview
- View yourself in your practice interview to see how you did. Run through a self-assessment of your interview rating your characteristics such as eye contact, message content and use of filler words such as “umm” or “like.”

Interview Critique
- Have your interview critiqued by a member of the Career Services Center to get objective opinions from trained staff on how you did.

Watch Interview Webinars
- Watch eight expert modules on how to ace your interview with Rob Sullivan, author of Getting Your Foot in the Door: When You Don’t Have a Leg to Stand On. Topics range from “Tell Me about Yourself” to “After the Interview.”

Get Expert Tips
- Watch short insider tips from two experts on what interviewers are looking for and how to approach critical questions.

som.binghamton.interviewstream.com